Criteria Amsterdam Movement Sciences Best Poster Award 2019
The Best Poster Award will be presented to a MA student or AMS registered PhD candidate 1 at the 3rd
Annual AMS Research Meeting to be held on March 8, 2019, for the best poster presented at the
meeting. The prize is a certificate and €500 to cover research related costs of choice. AMS welcome
new research results, but you can also use a poster previously presented at another recent meeting.
Criteria:
• Scientific quality;
• Scientific and/or societal relevance;
• Clarity of content;
• Lay out;
• The 5 highest rated posters will be asked to present a maximum 3-minute pitch to the jury
during the afternoon (2nd coffee break).
Review:
A jury consisting of a selection of independent AMS members will make a pre-selection of the
maximum 15 best posters based on judgment of the abstracts regarding the first two criteria
mentioned above. The 15 selected posters will be judged during the annual meeting on their clarity
and layout, and the submitters should all prepare a maximum 3-minute pitch. The five highest rated
posters will be selected for a 3-minute (maximum) pitch to the jury during the 2nd coffee break. The
best poster has the highest scores on abstract, the physical poster and the poster presentation (pitch).
The jury’s decision is final. Submit your abstract via this link before the deadline of February 1, 2019.

The competition is only open to MA students and PhD candidate members of Amsterdam Movement Sciences.
The submitter must be first author of the abstract. Non-members, postdocs and senior staff are welcome to
submit an abstract and poster, but are not eligible for the competition. Submissions are limited to a maximum
of one submission per first author.
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Submission Guidelines
ABSTRACTS
We invite you to submit your abstracts for inclusion in the poster sessions at the 3rd
Annual AMS Research Meeting.
The AMS annual meeting offers an opportunity to present your research poster to a wide audience
and experts on human movement. We welcome new research, but research presented at another
congress is also welcome. The abstracts will be published on the AMS website prior to the Annual
Meeting. Submission deadline: February 1, 2019.

GUIDELINES
Format
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Language: English;
Abstract text word limit: 250 words (not counting names and affiliation details);
Suggested font: Calibri (Body), size 11 cpi;
Text alignment: Justified;
Spacing between the title, the author(s) and the abstract text: Single;
Line spacing of the text: Single;
Abstract title typed in: UPPER CASE;
The family name(s) of the author(s) should be written in lower case preceded by the first
name(s) of the author(s) written in full.(e.g., Jane Bloggs);
The presenting author’s name must be written in bold;
All authors’ affiliation details [e.g., department, organization or institute, city, and country]
should be written under the names, preceded by the correspondence indices.;
The affiliations should NOT be mentioned in the abstract text;
The abstract should be divided in the following sections (the subtitles being typed in lower
case and in bold): Introduction – Purpose – Method – Results –Conclusions;
The text may include standard abbreviations, tables, diagrams and photographs, as long as
they remain within the page margins and the total amount of words does not exceed the
above mentioned limit (250 words);
File type: PDF.

Note: Only MA students and PhD candidate members of AMS may participate in the competition for
the Best Poster Award. Senior staff and postdocs are welcome to participate with a poster, but are
not eligible for the prize. Any staff / postdoc who want to participate are requested to inform the
organisation committee that they are not part of the competition using the registration form.

